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AN ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITY INVOLVING

CONFORMAL MAPPING

ANDREW ACKER

Abstract. An isoperimetric inequality due to L. Bieberbach is generalized

to the case of weighted areas.

1. Introduction. L. Bieberbach [4] showed in 1913 that of all regions ßcC

which are images of the disc \z\ < r under conformai mappings F(z) normal-

ized by the condition |F"(0)| = 1, the discs \z - z0\ < r, z0 G C, have the

least area. The analogous isoperimetric inequality for doubly-connected re-

gions (in 2 dimensions) was obtained in 1917 by T. Carleman [5], who showed

that of all doubly-connected regions of area tr(r2 — r2,) > 0, each of which

encircles a region of area "nr\, the annuli r0 < \z — zQ\ < rx, z0 G C, have the

smallest capacitance. A 3-dimensional generalization of Carleman's result was

obtained by G. Szegö [7]. An interesting survey of the large number of

isoperimetric inequalities which have been found in the meantime is given in

[6].
In [1], the author has extended Carleman's result to a class of capacitance-

minimization problems involving doubly-connected regions with specified

weighted area and a fixed inner boundary component. For convenience, this

result is stated in Theorem 1 below. The prupose of this note is to prove (by

application of Theorem 1) an analogous generalization of Bieberbach's mini-

mization principle to the case of weighted areas. This result is Theorem 2.

In the statement of Theorem 1 which follows, fl c R2 is a doubly-con-

nected region with the Jordan curves T* and T as inner and outer boundary

components. The capacitance of B (which was called the heat flow in [1]) is

defined by K = /Y| V {/(/>)| • \dp\, where U(p) is the harmonicjneasure o^f

T* ' in ß and y is an equipotential curve of t/(/») in fl. Q, T, T*, i/(/»), and K

refer to a second region with the same properties.

Theorem 1. Let a(p) > 0 be a continuous real function on R2 such that

X • a(Xp) is monotone nondecreasing in X E (0, oo) for each p E R2, and let the

Jordan curve T* be the graph in polar coordinates of a continuous function

r*i9) > 0, 0 < 9 < 277. Then:
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'The harmonic measure of T* in Ü is a harmonic function U(p) on Í2, continuous on

Closureta), such that U(p) = 1 on  T* and U(p) = 0 on T.
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(a) There exists a doubly-connected region ß (having T* as its inner boundary

component) such that | V U(p)\ has a continuous extension toiiuT satisfying

| V U(p)\ = a(p) onT.

(b) IfÛ * ß, but T* = T*, then

(0 K + \Q\> K+\Q\,

where |ß| and |ß| areweighted areas defined by |£2| _= ffaa2(p) dx_dy. Thus, ß

uniquely minimizes K in the class of regions ß with f* = T* and |ß| < |ß|, aAia"

uniquely minimizes |ß| i/i i/ie c/ass 0/ regions ß wií/i F* = T* aAia" K < K. (See

[1, Theorems 10, 11 aAia* 12].)

In the statement of Theorem 2, ß represents any simply-connected region

in C which contains 0 (the origin), is bounded by a Jordan curve T, and is

conformally mapped onto the unit disc \z\ < 1 by a function F(z) satisfying

F(0) = 0. The notation ß, T, F(z) refers to a second region with the same

properties.

Theorem 2. Let a continuous real function a(z) > 0 on C and a region

ß C C be chosen such that:

(a) T is the graph in polar coordinates of a continuous function r(0) > 0,

0 < 9 < 2ir,
(b) |F'Lz)| has a continuous extension to ß u T such that \F'(z)\ = a(z) on T,

and

(c) for each z E T, X - a(Xz) < a(z) for all 0 < X < \ and X ■ a(Xz) > a(z)

for allX> 1. 77jeAi for any other region ß we have

(2) 2vt • Ln(|F'(0)|) + |Q| > 2w • Ln(|F'(0)|) + |ß|,

where |ß| aAia" |ß| are weighted areas defined by |ß| = ffaa2(z) dx dy. Thus, ß

minimizes |F'(0)| in the class of regions ß having |ß| < |ß| and minimizes |ß| in

the class of regions ß having \F'(0)\ < 1^(0)1. // the inequalities in (c) are

strict, then (2) can reduce to equality only when ß = ß. In this case, ß solves

the above two minimum problems uniquely.

Remark 3. For any region ß whose boundary T has bounded curvature

and satisfies assumption (a), there are infinitely many functions a(z) which

satisfy conditions (b) and (c). The inequality (2) is strongest (for a given

boundary T) when a(z) is chosen such that the inequalities in (c) reduce

identically to equalities. Actually |ß| = |ß| = 00 in this case due to the strong

singularity in a\z) at 0, but the content of Theorem 2 is preserved by

replacing |fl| - |ß| by |ß \ ß| - |ß \ ß| in (2). If X • a(Xz) is monotone nonde-

creasing in X E (0, 00) for each z E C, then it seems likely (by analogy to [1,

Lemma 11]) that a unique region ß exists such that conditions (a) and (b)

(and (c) trivially) are fulfilled. However, this has apparently not been proved.

2. The proof of Theorem 2. It is more convenient to prove the following

Theorem 4, which is the equivalent of Theorem 2 in the context of harmonic

functions. In Theorem 4, ß„ i = 1, 2, is a simply-connected region in R2
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which contains 0 and is bounded by a Jordan curve T¡. rV¡(p), i = 1, 2, is a

continuous function on ß, u T, which is harmonic on fi, and satisfies the

boundary condition W¡(p) = (1/2tt) • Ln(|/»|) on T¡. We define U¡(p) =

-(l/2ir) • Ln(|/»|) + W,ip) on 8, u T,, i = 1, 2.

Theorem 4. Lei a continuous real function a(/») > 0 on R2 and a region

&x C R2 be chosen such that:

(a) T, is the graph in polar coordinates of a continuous function r(ö) > 0,

0 < 9 < 2m,

(b) | V Uxip)\ has a continuous extension to üx u T, such that | V t/,(/»)| =

a(/») on T,, and

ic)for eachp E Tx, X ■ a(Xp) < aip)for all 0 < X < 1 andX ■ a(Xp) > a(/»)

/or all X > 1. Then for any other region ß2 we have

(3) W2iO)-\Q2\<WliO)-\Q1\,

where |ß,| = //n a\p) dx dy, i = 1, 2. // f/i«? inequalities in (c) are jf/icf, //len

(3) can reduce to equality only when ß, = ß2.

Proof. Since |ß2| - |ß,| = |S22 \ S2,| - |ß, \ß2|, tne inequality (3) can be

rewritten:

(4) |Q2 \ Q,| - |ß, \ Q2| > W2 (0) - Wx (0).

Since 0 G ß,, i = 1, 2, (4) continues to be meaningfull when the weight

function a2ip) is singular at 0. Define a*(/») on K2\ {0} such that a*ip) = v

• a{vp), where v > 0 is chosen such that vp E Tx. From assumption (c) we

have that 0 < a(/») < a*(/») in ß, \ ñ2 and 0 < a*ip) < a(/») in fl2\fi,.

Thus:

(5) |ß2 \ ß,| - |ß, \ 82| > |ß2 \ ß,|* - |ß, \ ß2|*,

where | | and | |* are respectively weighted areas defined by the weight

functions a\p) and (<2*(/»))2. If the inequalities in (c) are strict, then (5) can

reduce to an equality only when ß, = ß2. Thus, to prove Theorem 4 it

suffices to show that (4) holds (under assumptions (a) and (b)) in the case

where a(/>) = a*ip). To this end, we first make the additional assumption

that T, and T2 have bounded curvature. For 0 < 8 < S0 : = inf(|/»|: /» G T.

U r2), and / = 1, 2, we define the doubly-connected regions ß,8 = (/» G ß,:

|/>| > 5} and the inner boundary component rf = (/» G R2: \p\ = 8}. The

definitions of the harmonic measure UiSip) on ß(i and the capacitance KiS

of ß,Ä are analogous to those given preceding Theorem 1. Since T, has

bounded curvature, | V Ux s(/»)| has a continuous extension to ß, s u Tx, and

we can define asip) on R2\ {0} such that asip) = v • \ V Uxsivp)\, where

v > 0 is chosen such that vp E Tx. In the present notation, Theorem 1

implies that

(6) A'2iä-Ä'ljS>|ß2\ß1|Ä-|ß1\ß2|ä

for all 0 < 8 < 80, where | |8 is the weighted area defined by the weight

function iasip))2.
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We have from the definitions that

(7) U,(p) = t/,5(p)- (-(l/2*)Ln(fi) + W,(0) + o(8))

uniformly on Ts, where 0(8) -» 0 as 8 -> 0. Since i/,(p) = UiS(p) = 0 on T,,

it follows from the maximum principle that (7) holds uniformly on

closure(ß,. s), i = 1, 2. It follows easily that

(8) |V C/,(p)| =|V U,s(p)\- (-(I/2ir)Ln(fi) + ^(0) + 0(8))

uniformly on T¡, i = 1, 2. Therefore

(9) a(p) = a5(p) • (-(l/2vr)Ln(<5) + Wx(0) + 0(8))

uniformly on (ß, \ ß2) u (ß2 \ ß,), and

(io)     |«, \n2|-]i22\ß,|= (|n, \ß2|s -|Q2\n,|s)

• (-(l/2ir)Ln(«) + W, (0) + o(8)Y

By integrating (8) on T¡, one obtains

(11) 1 = Kty (-(l/277)Ln(5) + W,(0) + 0(8)),       i = 1,2.

Substitution of (10) and (11) into (6) yields, after a brief computation, that

-Ln(5) + 2vW2(0)
Wx(0)- W2(0) >'

,2

(12) W 'w     \   -Ln(«) + 2vWx(0)

• (|0, \ 0^| — ¡O, \ Ot|) + a(a).

The inequality (4) follows in the limit as 5 -> 0. At this point the additional

assumption that T, and T2 have bounded curvature can be eliminated by the

method used to eliminate the same restriction in the proofs of [1, Theorems 6

and 8].

Lemma 5. Theorems 2 and 4 are equivalent.

Proof. For 0 < 8 < 1, define yw ■{;€ Ü,: U¡(p) = -(l/2vr)Ln(S)},

i = 1, 2. Then |p| = 8 ■ (exp(2wW/;(Ô)) + 0(8)) uniformly over all p E yhS,

i = 1, 2. If we set ß = ß. and ß = ß2 (under the equivalence z - x + iy =

(x,y) = p) then F~\F(z)) maps y2S onto yxs. Therefore

|F'(0)| Í exp(27AWx(0)) + 0(8)

(13) |F'(0)|   = *™o [ txp(2wW2(0)) + 0(8)

= exp(2vT(ry,(0)-^2(0))).

The equivalence of Theorems 2 and 4 follows from (13) and the fact that

2*.|Vi/I(p)|«|F(*)|forp-zer,-r.
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